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Otoscope KOE-A100

Otoscope is a medical device which is used to examine ear for ear symptoms. KOE-200 is a digital hand 

held otoscope which is used to examine ear and ear drums.

Features:

· The otoscope has a 2.8” colour TFT screen with an ultra-high resolution of 2560X1920.

· It is very easy to operate and focus and brightness gets adjusted automatically.

· The lens is made of highest grade miniature camera of 1, 00,000 pixels.

· The functions of taking photo or playing review, zooming in/out 8 times and left/right movement are

 very easy, requiring only a nger touch.

· It has a special optical design which allows a larger eld of view (up to 40 degrees) to let doctors see

 what they want by eliminating the “searching” time by hooking the camera near the ear.

· It has the feature of date and time displays on screen to record what is seen in real time.

· It has a built-in USB connection port which allows uploading and transfer of photos and videos to any

 computer any time.

· It has a rechargeable Li-ion battery.

Applications: 

Otoscopes are used to detect the presence of ear wax, shed skin, pus, canal skin edema, foreign body and 

various other ear diseases.

Optional accessories: 

Availability of Wi-Fi feature of this otoscope along with laryngoscope and rhinoscope lens are optional.

Specications:

Model No. KOE-A100

Focus range  20-60mm

Light source  Natural white LED

White balance Auto colour calibration

File format Still image (JPEG), AVI (video)

Interface Mini USB, AV output

Working time of battery  4-5hrs

Charging time of battery At least 2hrs

Power consumption  100-240V AC, 50-60Hz DC, Input: +5V 1A

Dimensions 22X9X4 mm

Net weight  220g
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